A memory entering through great gateways, curiously carved. From of Rope- Nauheim, since Its situation is somewhat lowering, patients nick arc usually sent for an after-cure to a more exhilarating climate. Freudenstadt in the Black Forest was recommended to us, and to Freudenstadt we went. Arrived at the hotel, we asked for a modest room,, and after entering our names in the register, we were surprised when the proprietor came deferentially forward and insisted against our protests upon giving us two of the best rooms. Before lie withdrew he informed us that the Biirgermeister would have the honour of calling upon us. The Biirgermeister? But there must be some, mistake, some confusion of name or Identity! But: no, he assured us, we were expected; it was upon us the Biirgermeister would call, and true enough, soon after a card was sent up—the Biirgermeister was waiting downstairs. It was an absurd situation—I remembered the Captain of Kopcnick —but the mistake would surely be explained. Then we found that Gerhart Hauptmann, hearing we were to come to Freudenstaclt, had telegraphed to the Biirgermeister telling him we must be received with all honour! Dear Hauptmann! how like his impulsive generous nature! The last time I passed through German villages their charm was spoiled for me by posters inciting the people against the Jews, asserting that a Jewish schoolmaster had violated some hundred Aryan virgins. But even then the cruel and cowardly treatment to which Germans of Jewish ancestry were to be subjected did not enter my mind, That no voice has been raised by 'Aryan* Germans against the persecution of their fellow-citizens is a stain on German honour, which it will take long to cleanse, But it was not only the Jews who were persecuted. My friend Harry Kessler arrived at our house one day early in 1933, pale and exhausted. Kessler had fought on the Russian front during the early part of the war. Then he had been appointed Minister to Poland, a dangerous office, he told us. Alter the war he worked incessantly to promote a better understanding between Germany and the Allies, But he had written a life of Rathenau—that could not be forgiven him by the Nazis! 206

